• Revolutionary New Software Booster To Enhance Your Health

• Programmed With Specific Energetic Frequencies That Your Body Assimilates

• Non-Transferral Boosters
• No Chemicals
• Just Pure Energy!
NANO ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

We think of ourselves as purely physical beings, and remedy ourselves with medication using chemicals to provide a cure or treatment. Recently we’ve begun to see another side of our physical being, and how energy can provide benefits to our body.

We are actually divided into two distinctly different halves. There is the physical body we see, but there is also your invisible being as well. Our bodies are made of very complex patterns and structures of pure energy it moves through 12 pathways that guide this energy to every organ in your body. In Eastern Medicine, the Energetic half of the body has been intensely studied for almost 5,000 years and is believed to be the beginning of true and lasting health.

Doctor Fritz Albert Popp, a German physicist pioneered the way for the development of identifying and measuring electrical impulses that create an electromagnetic network, which controls every organ and its function in your body. He named these electrical impulses Bio photons. He was a Nobel Prize Nominee.

Further, research scientists then discovered that every virus, bacteria, yeasts, parasite, abnormal cell, and toxin ALL present a very specific digital frequency signature.

This is the heart of our Nanowave technology. It uses specific frequencies to match an energetic signal that balances the body to help restore the body’s ability to heal itself. Life depends on signals exchanged among molecules (Bio photons).

Every atom of every molecule and every intermolecular bond the bridge that links the atoms and emits a group of specific frequencies. Specific frequencies of simple or complex molecules are detected at distances of billions of light years, thanks to radio-telescopes. Biophysicists describe these frequencies as an essential physical characteristic of matter.

There are 10,000 water molecules in the human body for every molecule of protein. Research scientists have recently completed very simple experiments showing that a molecule at a normally active concentration does not work in a medium devoid of water. Adding water is not enough to restore activity, it must be “informed.”

What is the Booster System?

The Booster System is a series of boosters that are programmed to support and restore vital energetics to the human body. These boosters are available through your doctor. The booster delivers natural energetic frequencies that allows the body to restore healthy energy more effectively. They are designed to create specific biological signals that the body chooses to accept or reject in order to maintain balanced energy.

The boosters are safe to use in conjunction with your normal medication or your current nutritional supplements. This technology provides frequency signatures that are needed to achieve health benefits.
A hypo-allergenic adhesive is used to prevent any allergic reactions. Each of the boosters is carefully programmed that match the exact frequencies found in healthy people, so it is completely natural and there are no negative side effects. There is nothing synthetic in the patches and there is no chemistry that passes through the skin.

**How does the booster work?**

Each booster carries a complete software programme in the substrate material that delivers natural energetic frequencies, which allows the body to heal itself naturally. The body assimilates those frequencies to improve well being without stimulants.

The booster works relentlessly for the duration of the therapy, giving your body an energetic intervention. In recent studies of the human body, bio-energy frequencies provide an important and vital function in our lives, whether we understand this phenomenon or not, emitting poor and dysfunctional frequencies can determine one’s health.

**Where do I place the Nano Energy Booster (NeB) on my body?**

Because the human body receives energy from the left side, we recommend attaching the booster above the waist on the left side. Somewhere that is flat with no hair. The top left shoulder or left arm is fine. Each therapy requires one booster to be worn for three days thus one sleeve of ten boosters is a (30) day supply.

**Instruction where to place boosters**

**OPTION A**

Place the therapy booster on the left side of your body. Remove the booster from the protective backing, apply the booster on your left side anywhere above the waist, pressing firmly to assure that the booster will stick.

**OPTION B**

In some cases depending on the therapy, you can apply two of the same therapy booster on your body, these boosters can be applied under your left arm as well.

**OPTION C**

In some cases you can apply a booster directly on the target area, such as on your knee for joint pain. The most you can wear on your body at one time is three therapies.

For best results use one booster for (3) days, then replace with a new one. One pack of Nano Energy Boosters is a (30) day supply.
What should I do if I get a bad reaction to the adhesive?

The boosters are designed to be worn on your skin, but because every person’s skin is unique, some people may have a negative reaction to the booster adhesive. If this occurs you can flip the booster over and attach it to a Band-Aid or medical tape then apply the Band-Aid to your skin. This is also recommended for young children as well.

If you are a daily swimmer or feel the need to secure the booster between showers, we recommend using a medical type water-proof tape.

How many boosters can I use at one time?

Your Doctor or health provider could recommend one or several different therapies for you. We recommend addressing up to three different therapies at any one time. This means you can wear three different boosters at one time for the suggested therapy. Some therapies may require two of the same therapy. The recommended interval for the booster to be worn is (3) days, then replace it with a new booster for the length of the therapy.

The bedtime booster is not a therapy booster. it is designed as a restoration booster. It is to be worn at bedtime only and to be taken off the next morning, this is repeated for five days. Your body will then learn to accept sleep naturally. If there are emotional issues such as stress or anxiety, repeat the process for an additional five days. Remember, a good night sleep is important for the body to restore good cell reproduction.

Available Programmes

SLEEP SUPPORT (1)
Restores natural sleep cycle. Sleep deprivation, low energy

BRAIN-LIVER SUPPORT (2)
Normalises brain and liver functions. Chronic fatigue syndrome, EB virus, hepatitis, mycoplasma, engineered biological agents.

CANDIDA SUPPORT (3)
Helps fungal infections. Candida, vaginal yeast infection, athletes foot, toe nail fungus.

CIRCULATION SUPPORT (4)

COLD-BACTERIA SUPPORT (5)
Helps all bacterial infections. Bacteria, colds, scraps, cuts, redness.

COMFORT/PAIN-TENS SUPPORT (6)
Helps reduce obvious pain. Headaches, pain, trauma, TENS, acute injury.
DIGESTIVE COMFORT SUPPORT (7)
Aids digestive problems. Acid reflux, indigestion.

ENERGY & STAMINA SUPPORT (8)
Raises energy alertness and improves athletic performance. Alertness, concentration, focus, low energy.

ENZYMES DB SUPPORT (9)
Supports multiple organ functions. Diabetes, hypoglycemia, blood sugars

EVERCLR-OLE SUPPORT (10)
Supports Herpes, HSV, and HPV. HSV 1 & 2, shingles, HPV.

EYE SUPPORT (11)
Restores energy to the eyes. All types of eye problems including floaters, retinal inadequacies, glaucoma and cataracts.

FEMALE HORMONE SUPPORT (12)
Helps support and balance female hormones. Hot flashes, low hormones, hormone imbalance, poor libido, weak orgasms.

FLU-VIRUS SUPPORT (13)
Preventive measure for new viral strains and anti-viral actions. Virus, flu, colds.

HEP-DL-10X SUPPORT (14)
Helps reduce blood clot disorders and support proper organ function. Anticoagulation, detoxifications.

H-GH4 SUPPORT (15)
Helps healing therapy. Faster healing, general wellness, longevity, HGH4, pH balance, anti-oxidants.

IDEAL BEAUTY SUPPORT (16)
Helps lustrous skin and hair. Skin & hair enhancement psoriasis.

JOINT COMFORT SUPPORT (17)
Helps heal arthritic damage. Osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, Paget’s swollen joints, painful connective tissue.

LONGEVITY SUPPORT (18)
Helps hormonal growth and anti-inflammation. DHEA, HGH, Longevity.

MAGNETIC CORE SUPPORT (19)
Helps cell integrity. Healing magnetic beds, much better sleep.

MALE HORMONE SUPPORT (20)
Helps restore natural male hormone. Low male hormones, testosterone, damaged erectile tissue, better erections and orgasms.
MEMORY SUPPORT (21)
Helps restore memory. Better memory, Alzheimer’s ADD, ADHD.

ORGAN CLEANSE SUPPORT (22)
Helps organ detoxification. Environment, poisons, heavy metals, organ maintenance.

PARASITE SUPPORT (23)

RIH2 SUPPORT (24)
Helps children with autism and for Lyme disease disorder. Autism, Parkinson’s, Lyme disease.

SCAR TISSUE SUPPORT (25)
Reduces scar tissue formation. MS therapy & scar tissue dispersion, All “saline based” breast augmentation.

SEASONAL BEST SUPPORT (26)
Helps in seasonal and food allergies. Seasonal & food allergies.

STRESS LESS SUPPORT (27)
Helps increase coping skills for stress, anxiety and depression. Stress, anxiety & depression (SAD).

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT (28)
Adds supportive energy to almost every body function. Weight loss with 39 frequencies.

HAIR RESTORATION SUPPORT (29)
Helps restore hair loss. Balding, thin hair, the easiest hair restoration therapy.

MASTER IMMUNE STIMULATOR SUPPORT (30)
Helps to stimulate the immune system. Weak immune system.

CHILDREN’S MENTAL FOCUS SUPPORT (31)
Helps autistic children to normalise and focus. Autism, ADD, ADHD

Ask your Healthcare Practitioner for other programmes.

The statements herein have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These programmes are not intended to be used in the treatment, prevention or cure of any disease but intended for research studies. Please consult your healthcare professional before using should you have any concerns.

STORE BOOSTER SLEEVES IN A COOL DRY PLACE.
This product is available at

Nano Energy Booster
Made in USA

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

How should I feel when wearing Nano Energy Booster?

Depending on your present age and condition, you should start receiving immediate results from the available energy. Most people feel a difference the very first day. Sleep Support is a good example of the technology; you will find sleeping is a renewed pastime.

Has Nano Energy Booster been clinically tested?

NEB has gone through several double blind study groups with health practitioners, doctors, and EAV equipment operators and all have been receiving almost 100% expected and positive results. The best test is to see for yourself the life changing improvement you can receive by wearing the booster, especially the Sleep Support and Energy & Stamina Support.

How long do I wear the NeB?

Each therapy is unique, so use one booster per therapy as recommended by your therapist or practitioner.
Is NeB safe?

Many people have asked this question. Yes! NeB is made for the most energy sensitive person. There are no chemicals or Transdermal solutions to worry about, just natural clean energy presented into your energetic field. This energy is only found in the healthiest people on the planet.

How often do I need to wear the NeB?

Wear the NEB as often as you wish. The booster presents a field of energy that is available to your body. If for any reason your body does not need that energy, the energy will only flow in your aura outside of your body. There are no side effects, because all of the energy patterns presented by the NEB are found naturally in healthy bodies.

Can I use the NeB when I shower?

Yes, although in most cases the adhesive will be attached to the skin even after a shower. Should it drop out, you can re-attach the booster with a cloth medical tape.

Will I feel faint or dizzy wearing the booster?

Our studies have shown no negative reaction from wearing the booster; in most cases people feel better wearing the recommended booster. If you do feel faint or dizzy, consult your Healthcare Practitioner.

TESTIMONIALS

Colds-Bacteria Support

My bladder has prolapsed to where I need to urinate more than a dozen times per day, with severe loss of bladder control. I have tested negative for any bacterial infections, and physical therapy did not help my incontinence.

I normally ingest 4-5,000 mg of Vitamin C per day, or more, but recently stopped for several days to eliminate one of my Vitamin C sources as an allergen - two days ago I finally realised that I was developing a bladder infection! I have used herbs and Cranberry juice for the past several days with no noticeable effect.

This morning I woke up to severe burning in my bladder and urethra when I urinated, and the constant urge to go with only resulting dribbles. Facing a very busy day out of the home, I opened a package of the Colds-Bacteria Support (Nano Energy Booster (NEB)) that had just arrived, and within 5 minutes of applying the booster over my lower-left abdomen, I suddenly realised that there was NO more irritation, burning, or urge to go!!! Really!!! If this isn't a dramatic effect, then I don't know what could top this!

The Colds-Bacteria Support has saved my day and me from having to take antibiotics!
Thank You! Thank You! Thank You for developing these Nano Energy Boosters!!!

A.R. Colorado, Feb 22, 2007

ENZYMES DB/DIGESTIVE COMFORT

On January 2, 2007 I began my test trial with two digestive "Nano Energy Boosters". Prior to that, I have had a life-long history of very poor digestion and assimilation, five months ago being diagnosed with severe Celiac Disease, which I have apparently had since my childhood.

To digest my food, I have had to purchase and consume various sorts of digestive enzymes and hydrochloric acid to keep the acid reflux and constant burping of food from occurring - or at least minimise it. The past four-five years, I have been using various digestive enzyme formulas. At best, the results have been mediocre, and require me to take the remedies at least 20 minutes prior to eating - even with snacks, etc - and to take additional tablets during eating when consuming larger than normal amounts of food; if, after eating, the food did not seem to be digesting well, I would have to take more pills to help the digestion be more complete. In the past when I used individual DIGEST formulas, this caused me to consume up to 12 Digest capsules/meal and/or one to two HCL tablets/meal - a lot for me to digest, in itself! Without these digestive supplements, the food rarely digested at all and caused severe acid reflux and indigestion, sometimes sitting in my stomach for six hours or more.

This entire method was not really reliable or efficient, and cost upwards of $120/month just for the digestive supplements! It was also inconvenient to carry around large amounts of pills and co-ordinate it with my eating and snacking while away from home.

The morning that I put on my two digestive NeBs, I stopped taking ALL digestive supplements - I went "cold turkey"! This was a HUGE leap-of-faith for me, as I did not really trust that it would work, but I wanted to give it a true test by not taking any pills.

The results were instantaneous! And far better on a scale of efficiency, ease of use, and effectiveness! I went from gagging and consuming a large amount of digestive pills before eating, to NONE, and these results occurred:

- My digestion is much more complete - more "NATURAL FEELING"
- Acid reflux has been reduced by 99.9%
- Burping after meals has been reduced by 99.9%
- Food assimilation has been boosted by a minimum of 60%, as I have been able to gradually reduce the amount of food I eat by 60%! (All my life I have consumed large amounts of food at meals, to the surprise of friends and family who constantly asked, "Where do you put all of that - in a hollow leg?"
I am learning to put smaller and smaller portions of food onto my plate, and to stop eating when I feel full - THAT in itself is a new experience for me, as even at all-you-can-eat buffets, I would gorge myself and finally begin to feel full when it was coming up my esophagus! If I did not eat very much at normal meals, I was always hungry and always snacking. Most of my lives I have been extremely thin and I have had many skin diseases and other illnesses.

NOW, I am sensing fullness far before being gorged! If on the occasion that I do eat too much (not even close to how much I used to eat!), it does sort itself out and take a little longer to totally digest, but it does it without me having to take any supplements for it! I have since put ALL of my digestive enzymes and HCL in a box in storage!!!

For someone like me with severe digestion and assimilation associated with Celiac Disease, THESE NANO ENERGY BOOSTERS ARE A LIFESAVER - a true Godsend!!!

After nearly three weeks of consistent use of these digestive NeB without any additional digestive supplements, I can unequivocally state that THESE TWO DIGESTIVE NANO ENERGY BOOSTERS ARE ABSOLUTELY EFFECTIVE AND INVALUABLE IN HELPING PROPERLY DIGEST AND ASSIMILATE FOOD MORE EFFICIENTLY!

I am FREE of having to lug around packs or bottles of digestive enzymes every time I eat out, having to co-ordinate taking them before I eat, or eating without them and then suffering the consequences of undigested and unassimilated food. All I have to do now is stick on two NeBs every three days. I am benefitting by having more completely digested food and more absorbed nutrients, which means that I am able to cut back on the tons of extra supplements that I have had to take to get better nutrition. All for $60/month (for the two types of NeBs). I have not only saved $60+ on the digestive supplements alone ($120 - 60 for NeBs = $60), but I also am saving on having to take various extra supplements - in the range of another $90/month savings! I have reduced my usual food purchases by approximately $30/week for even more savings! Add them up, and these NeBs will have saved me approximately $270/month - including the NeB purchase!

More importantly, how do you put a price tag on ease of use and supporting the body to work as it is supposed to - as nature intended it to???

These Nano Energy Boosters are the best things that I have found to better support my digestion and assimilation of food! Although they have not "cured" my intolerance to glutens and gluten-derivatives and I still need to eliminate those foods, perhaps in time, with better nutrient assimilation, that will change.

K.W., Colorado, Feb 13, 2007
SLEEP SUPPORT

I am a Registered Nurse and CHTP (Certified Healing Touch Practitioner - Biofield Therapy) and would like to order your products for my personal use and for my clients. I have tried the Sleep Support for my husband who has had a sleeping problem for most of his life (he is 79 years old) and they have made an incredible difference - not only is he sleeping better (only waking up once or twice instead of three or four times) but his whole energetic system has shifted = he is less tense and lighter in "spirit" which is making a difference in his outlook and approach to his daily challenges.

Thank you. I am anxious to share them with everyone!

SR., RN, CHTP, HNC (Certified Holistic Nurse), CCHt (Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist)

ENZYME DB SUPPORT

I have been so excited at using the Nano Energy Boosters. This past week, I was testing a client in Maryland that has had trouble keeping her sugar level down. She had made an appointment to meet with a doctor as she felt that it was serious. Her blood sugar level was 280 and she was not able to get it down for weeks. I asked her if she'd like to try the Enzymes DB Support. She put it on and within one hour her level went down to 140. She was afraid she'd lose it in the shower so she took it off that evening when she showered. The level went up to 170. Before bed, she put it back on and when she checked it in the morning it was consistently around 140. Within a few days, her level went down to the normal range and is staying there.

Thanks for such a great concept in healing.

RS. Mbe

ENERGY & STAMINA SUPPORT

I used my boosters for the first time and had a very interesting experience. I arrived in Santa Fe (altitude 7000+ feet) a couple of days ago and really was feeling spacey, tired and short of breath. I put on one of the Energy & Stamina Support and it made a very noticeable difference. Frankly, I was surprised. I bought a few different kinds at the A4M conference and I look forward to trying them.

Dr. A.H. MO

Thank you very much, I must admit I am VERY SURPRISED especially Energy & Stamina Support because I work 14-16 hours a day, most who know me would be shocked. This is very exciting.

Dr. R.G. PA
COMFORT PAIN SUPPORT/EverCLR-OLE SUPPORT

It was 1 month on the 13th of December and Jerrika is still improving. She has only had one headache since she started the treatment. The headache only lasted for a couple of hours than went away. She said it may have been due to a bit of stress.

Typically she would have had multiple headaches or migraines by now. At least 4 per month. Now she has no headaches. She has had so called migraines since she was 5 years old. She had to take Imitrex and the side effects were terrible. Now she has not taken anything.

Her weight is improving slowly. I'm astonished but not surprised. WOW!

On a side note, I've had difficulty with infections urinary and yeast, for years well I'm taking the EverCLR no infections at all. I've had this problem for years the medications just complicated the situation because I'm allergic to antibiotics. I feel so much better. WOW!

LL. CA
President/CEO

FEMALE HORMONE /CIRCULATION SUPPORT

The hormone boosters are working! What a relief. The night sweats have diminished to a trickle. The hot flashes have diminished to almost none. I can sleep quite well now.

Do you know how many women are suffering from this and have no recourse but the drugs? RC do you realise that you have done something that no doctor has been able to do. All of the other symptoms that come along with menopause have disappeared. I'm feeling quite well and looking splendid.

The whole female population needs to know about this!

My legs are feeling much better I believe my circulation has improved. My extremities are not as cold.

LL. CA

H-GH4 SUPPORT

This is in regards to your H-GH4 booster. Into the third week of use I've lost 12 pounds and I have an abundance of balanced energy and a sense of well being. With my strength training, endurance and strength increased.

I don't want to be without them. Also, my carving for junk food has left.

J.B.
JOINT COMFORT/H-GH4 SUPPORT

I just wanted to thank you for introducing us to the Nano Frequency Boosters. My mom has been having terrible back pain (age 81) due to arthritis. She is not able to take any aspirin or ibuprofen compounds. With some degree of disbelief, I had her try the pain booster. She applied it to the pain site and started feeling some relief the first day. After 3 days she was still having some discomfort so she added the H-GH4 booster. By the end of the day, she was standing up straight, that look of constant pain was gone from her face and she was smiling again!!! Now she is telling all of her sisters about this wonderful therapy.

Thank you!!!

MJ. M, RN

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

I am a Reiki Master/Teach. I am also a Crystal healer. "Energy" is at the core of these healing systems. "Energy" is the core of all life. I thought I had a good handle on my personal energies. I was proven wrong by the Weight Management NEB support. I have been using these boosters for 5 weeks now. I have lost 21 1/2 pounds in that time.

I have NO cravings for junk food.

I have NO cravings for alcohol of any kind.

I have found myself looking for healthy, nutritious food for both meals and snacks. I have been reaching for water instead of diet sodas. I think there is an Aura Angel inside of me making these choices! I cannot tell you the benefits I have been reaping. If anyone is even considering trying the Nano Energy Boosters, all I can say is, "Do not doubt the energy that these boosters are empowered with." I believe you have put an energised miracle into each booster.

Thank you,

SS, Michigan

COMFORT/PAIN SUPPORT/H-GH4 SUPPORT

About two weeks ago my wife who is 75 years old, and has had recent carpal tunnel surgery woke up with extreme pain in her shoulder and wrist. We called the surgeon who had done this work, and soon as we could get an appointment with him would be in about 2 weeks. Since, I had heard of the NEB COMFORT/PAIN SUPPORT and your NEB H-GH4 SUPPORT, I had been using a cold ice pack to reduce her pain. As per your instructions I put a COMFORT PAIN SUPPORT AND H-GH4 SUPPORT under her arm and another of each at her wrist. The pain which kept her in bed till about noon was 50% reduced, the next day it was better. I changed the boosters as
you said. Now she can get up and do things around the house. I had doubts that the booster would work as quickly as it did. When she first woke with the pain, we phoned our nephew who is a neurologist; he said that it sounded like a pinched nerve or arthritis, and to get in touch with our surgeon. But now … I want to thank you for your prompt attention, the product works.

Thanks again DR. Knoxville, TX